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PWX in Orlando was another wonderful experience for learning and
networking for everyone attending. Ohio was well represented among
the speakers. Frank Williams, City of Columbus had a big crowd for
“Public Service: Perspective for the Next Generation.” James Syler, City of
Dublin, was part of two presentations: “Fleet Services Workshop: RealWorld Disaster Planning and Response from a Fleet Perspective” and
“Fleet Services Open Forum.” Randy Bowman, City of Columbus, had an
outstanding presentation to an overflow crowd on “Columbus: Winner
of the USDOT Smart City Challenge.”
The Chapter Dinner at BB King’s Blues Club was also a great success,
despite the lack of air conditioning. The highlight for the Ohio Chapter
had to be receiving the PACE Award for the third year in a row. The
PACE Award is the result of the hard work our chapter, branches, and
member agencies to support and promote Public Works in our
communities and to our elected officials. And of our Awards Committee
Chair, Shelby Ingle, to document all of your efforts. Be sure to keep up
the good work and keep Shelby or your local branch officers informed of
what’s happening in your jurisdiction. We’re going for a four-peat in
Kansas City in 2018!

2018 Northeast Ohio Public Works Expo
May 2018
Summit County Fairgrounds
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Welcome New Members

The following people have recently become new members of APWA.
Mr. Jonathan A. Bellack, City of Wadsworth
Mr. David Calzone, City of Toledo
Mr. Brian Scott Craven, Civil Science, Inc.
Mr. Jonathan Daugherty, Village of Whitehouse
Mr. Matthew Foreman
Mr. Christian Homan, City of Brookville
Mr. Ryan Huff, Village of Plain City
Mr. Todd Long, Hamilton County Engineer's Office
Mr. Clint Moore, Truck Specialists Inc.
Mr. Todd Pemberton, City of West Carrollton
Ms. Jody Prude, City of Toledo
Mr. Paul Rasmusson, City of Toledo
Mr. Abed Semaan, City of Toledo
Mr. Caleb E. Smith, Burgess and Niple
Mr. Scott Thomas, City of Hilliard
Mr. Kevin Vaughn, Village of Plain City

Ohio Chapter Recognition
at 2017 PWX
d
Presentation of PACE Award: APWA President
Brian R. Usher, Ohio Chapter President Elect,
Sonja Simpson, Ohio Chapter President, Fred
Stovall, Ohio Council of Chapters Delegate Tony
DiPietro.

Award nominations for 2018 are now being
accepted. Categories and more information are on
Page 6 of this newsletter. Nominate your project,
your best practice, your boss or yourself for
consideration. We are here to help you through
the process.
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Ohio APWA Selected
to Host 2020 NASC in
Cleveland

Start planning now to attend the North
American Snow Conference when it
returns to Ohio in 2020. Or, even better,
start working on the presentation you
want to share at NASC. Or, even better
than that, volunteer to serve on one of the
several committees which are planning the
conference. There are openings on the
committees for Education, Hospitality,
Marketing/Publicity, and Operations/
Volunteers.
David Barber of the Northeast Branch is
the Conference Committee chair and will
draw on his previous conference
experience to make this the best NASC yet.
But we can’t do it alone – we need many
volunteers to create a quality experience
for the attendees and the vendors. Contact
Dave at dhb4950@gmail.com and share
your talents and expertise.
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Diversity in the Workplace
Part 3 of 3

By Sonja Simpson, Deputy Director, ODOT District 5

Now that we know what diversity in the workplace is and
why it’s important, how do we achieve it? That’s actually
the hardest part. I do believe that is why organizations
continue to talk about diversity so much – we haven’t
been achieving it. At least not at the rate we desire.

There are some barriers to achieving diversity. There are
work sector types that traditionally have not hired certain
groups of people. That is bit of an unfair statement, as
many sector types simply have not seen diversity in the
applicant pool. The lack of diversity in these cases may be
largely due a lack of interest of diverse applicants to a
sector, and not a discriminatory practice in hiring. So, how
do we fix that?

Sonja Simpson, Deputy Director
ODOT District 5

but if your agency intends to increase diversity, then
these strategies and others should be utilized. And, if
all else fails, hire a professional that can come in and
analyze your organization and make specific
recommendations on next steps. No matter how you go
forward, diversity must be placed high enough on the
organization’s priority list to be an ongoing effort with
a clear purpose and direction – there will be no success
with half-hearted execution.

It’s not just a matter of advertising job postings in certain
cultural clusters or with organizations which service
certain populations. Sometimes the applicants simply
don’t exist. However, you must understand that it’s due to
a history of sorts. For instance, why would a population of
persons that are not represented within a job sector want
to take up an educational endeavor or career field where
they see that no one like them is currently employed?
Well, they often don’t. So they continue to work in the
sectors where their population is represented in the
workforce. Thus, the same reasons that organizations are
not diverse are the reasons why diverse applicants don’t
apply – people tend to migrate toward what is most
comfortable. What is probably the most naturally
comfortable situation that we all fall back on is that which
is known to us. And what is known to us? People who are
“just like me”, whether that is life experience, education,
religion, sex, or something else. The applicants doesn’t
desire to work where they don’t think they will fit in, just
as much as the person responsible for making the hiring
decision doesn’t think that the diverse applicant is enough
like them to fit in. So, then what?

There is no easy or fast fix, but it can be done, and you
are not alone. Many agencies are trying to figure out
the what’s, why’s, and how’s of diversity, too. Don’t
forget that APWA can be a great resource. Reach out to
your APWA Chapter Diversity Liaison on how you can
learn more or how you can become involved in
diversity efforts at your chapter.
The APWA Diversity resource guide offers this:

“Diversity means ‘all the ways in which people differ
from each other’ and how we accept and use those
differences depends on whether diversity becomes
an asset or a liability for APWA, its Chapters, and for
our workplace. The American Public Works
Association values all individuals and different
perspectives of those individuals, and believes in
providing the process for all to feel included as part
of the whole. Diversity includes race, gender, creed,
age, lifestyle, national origin, disability, personality,
educational background, and income levels”. And

In this case, we have to invest. We have to plant seeds.
Take opportunities to showcase the benefits of your job
sector and agency at college job recruitment events, high
school summer employment fairs, and junior high career
talks. Partner with guidance counselors and job placement
professionals to help you spread the word and tell your
story. Be a mentor or begin a mentorship program at your
agency. None of this pays off immediately,

now you know. The only thing left is the doing.
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Building a Better Workforce

Construction Career Days

The Southwest Branch participated in OKI
Construction Career Days on September 20-21 to
help promote public works as a career to middle
school and high school students. The event is held
annually at the Butler County Fairgrounds to
encourage students to learn more about the
Construction Industry.

Ohio APWA provides a lot of opportunities to train
your field personnel in best practices and safe
operations. But a well-run agency also depends on
interpersonal relationships and having the right
person in the right position. The Southwest Branch
recently hosted a couple of workshops for
supervisors and managers to help them in their jobs.
First, on September 20, Mike Fitch from LTAP
presented “Working With Other Generations” to
explain some of the nuances of communicating
effectively with customers, co-workers, and
employees. He helped us appreciate that our wide
variety of life experiences can be an asset to our
organizations if we understand each other’s
perspectives. Effective listening is critical to
overcome any differences arising from different
work habits and motivations.

Students learn how to operate heavy equipment,
perform hands-on activities and meet over 40
exhibitors, including local universities/colleges,
contractors, suppliers, and other constructionrelated associations. The event is organized by Allied
Construction Industries (ACI), a not-for-profit trade
association who want to improve the image of the
construction industry in the eyes of today's middle
and high school students and plant the seeds for
tomorrow's skilled workforce. We had the
opportunity to meet and interact with some 2,000
students and tell them about the wide variety of
career possibilities; several of them may be working
for you in a few years.

Then on September 26, Paul Nolan from Personnel
Profiles, Inc. talked to us about how Pre-employment
Testing can help screen applicants to identify the
best person for a position. Just as a particular sport
favors an athlete with certain physical
characteristics, a particular job can be better suited
to someone with certain strengths and traits. For
example, some jobs have more structure and routine,
and some jobs require a person who doesn’t get
flustered under pressure or by changing priorities.
Tests have been devised which can evaluate a
candidate’s probability of success in these positions.
This assessment procedure is, of course, just another
tool for the hiring manager to be used along with the
judgement of the employer. Such assessments can
help lower the costs of recruiting, enhance the
quality of applicants, reduce turnover and increase
employee productivity. Some local agencies are now
using this service and have been impressed with the
results in their recent hires. Hiring new people is
stressful for everyone involved, on both sides of the
equation. Getting it right the first time by selecting
the candidate that is suited to the position and your
company’s culture is the best outcome. Preemployment screening can help you achieve that.
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EPA Announces 2017
PISCES Projects

Driving Toward A Healthier Future

Exposure to pollution from cars can cause serious lung
and heart problems and people living in neighborhoods
close to major highways face elevated risks.
That’s why EPA researchers are studying the impacts
of roadway pollution and how we can best mitigate them.
Recently, EPA researcher Jeffrey Yang and collaborators
looked at fine-tuning the algorithms behind the latest
group of high-tech automobile safety warning systems.
Known as “Advanced Driver Assistance Systems,” these
are the flashing lights, audible “beeps,” and other features
of new cars that make changing lanes, accelerating,
braking, and following the car ahead of you while
speeding down the highway safer.
Yang and his co-authors investigated ways to optimize
safety and mobility while reducing emissions that put
drivers and communities at risk from the effects of air
pollution. Their goal was to see how ADAS might be
adapted to optimize traffic flow, particularly for the
anticipated “connected vehicle environment,” where cars
will communicate wirelessly with one another and the
surrounding infrastructure.
Using what they learned from reviewing existing
literature and examining the inner workings of each
ADAS system, the research team combined their
knowledge of ADAS-affected driving behavior with what
they knew about traffic flow. That allowed them to
propose ways to build ADAS that could help individual
drivers avoid collisions while collectively reducing traffic
jams.
Then they hit the road.
Researchers headed to the often congested stretch of
northbound Interstate 71 in the northeast suburb of the
Greater Cincinnati area. They conducted a traffic count to
feed their models numbers based on known conditions,
especially for the critical peak demand hours that trigger
congestion. They then used GPS-equipped vehicles to
calibrate and validate their multi-objective model of
increasing safety and improving traffic flow.
The final results reveal an optimal ADAS algorithm
that could reduce vehicle conflicts and increase mobility
performance at the same time. One of their key findings is
that because drivers tend to change how they drive when
they get cars with ADAS, the multiple benefits aren’t
released until a higher percentage of cars on the road are
equipped with the newer, high-tech safety systems. But
once they do, not only will everyone on the road begin to
the gain advantages of fewer tie-ups, but air quality for
communities near major roadways will benefit, too.
Reprinted from Science Matters Newsletter, May 24,
2017, produced by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Office of Research and Development.

EPA recognized 28 water quality treatment projects
for excellence and innovation within the Clean
Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) program
recently. Honored projects include large wastewater
infrastructure projects to small decentralized and
agriculture projects.

EPA’s Performance and Innovation in the SRF
Creating Environmental Success (PISCES) program
celebrates innovation demonstrated by CWSRF
programs and assistance recipients. The CWSRF is a
federal-state partnership that provides
communities a permanent, independent source of
low-cost financing for a wide range of water quality
infrastructure projects. Over the past 30 years,
CWSRF programs have provided more than $125
billion in financing for water quality infrastructure.

“For decades the Clean Water State Revolving Fund
has supported critical water infrastructure projects
that help grow the American economy and support
our way of life,” said Mike Shapiro, Acting Assistant
Administrator for EPA’s Office of Water. “These
projects are a testament to the power of the Clean
Water State Revolving Fund in leveraging
investment to meet the country’s diverse clean
water needs.”

Among the projects recognized by the 2017 PISCES
program are:
Exceptional Category:
Arkansas: Sewer Service Line Replacement Program
- Little Rock Wastewater Utility
Delaware: NVF Yorklyn Site Wetland Project DNREC Parks & WHS
Ohio: Howard Storage Basin-North Hill Separation
Project - City of Akron – see page 8 of this
newsletter for project description.
Rhode Island: RIAC Glycol Recovery System - RI
Airport Corporation
Washington: On-Site Sewage System Loan Program Tacoma-Pierce County Health Dept.

For detailed descriptions about the projects, check
out the PISCES Compendium
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Asphalt Pavement Technical Seminar (SW) Cincinnati http://www.flexiblepavements.org/calendar
OWEA Collection Systems Workshop (NE) Cleveland www.ohiowea.org
ASCE Fall Seminar - Emergency Management and Response Dayton Click Here
Fall Concrete Seminar, Medina https://www.ohioconcrete.org/2017-fall-concrete-seminars/
Fall Concrete Seminar, Cincinnati https://www.ohioconcrete.org/2017-fall-concrete-seminars/
Fall Concrete Seminar, Perrysburg https://www.ohioconcrete.org/2017-fall-concrete-seminars/
OWEA Collection Systems Workshop (NW) Fremont www.ohiowea.org
2017 Watershed Workshop, Columbus
info@ohiowea.org
ASCE Ohio River Valley Soils Seminar Cincinnati http://orvss.com/
OWEA Ethics and Rules Mini Workshop Dublin www.ohiowea.org
CEAO/CCAO Conference Columbus http://associationdatabase.com/aws/CEAO/pt/sp/conferences
SW Branch board meeting/ Holiday Luncheon www.ohio.apwa.net
OHIO CHAPTER BOARD MEETING COLUMBUS www.ohio.apwa.net
Ohio Pesticide Recertification Conference Dayton https://pested.osu.edu/events
Ohio Pesticide Recertification Conference Akron https://pested.osu.edu/events
OTA Winter Conference & Trade Show https://ohiotownships.org/annual-winter-conference
2017 Tri-State Green Industry Conference Sharonville Click Here
Ohio Asphalt Paving Conference Columbus Click Here
Ohio Pesticide Recertification Conference Sandusky https://pested.osu.edu/events
Ohio Pesticide Recertification Conference Columbus https://pested.osu.edu/events

2018 APWA Award Nominations Now Open

APWA‘s Awards Program was established to recognize
outstanding individuals, groups, and chapters
representing the best in the public works profession.
Nominations can now be submitted for the 2018 Awards
program by Clicking Here. We know you are doing
innovative, creative work out there. It’s time to step
forward and be recognized. Several categories often have
just a few entries which improve your chance of winning
BUT you have to apply. The best submittals tell an
engaging
possible.story so you’ll need some of those marketing
types involved. We can assist you with your application
from beginning to end. (Call now!) And have the
consultants who worked with you on that project help.
They want to share the recognition and applause with you!

The deadlines are:
• February 5, 2018, midnight Eastern Time - Excellence in
Snow and Ice Control Award
• March 1, 2018, midnight Eastern Time - All other awards.
If you have any questions about awards please contact
Shelby Ingle, Chairman of the Awards Committee for Ohio
APWA at sringle@cmtengr.com or contact her by phone at
937.477.4528.

AWARDS
• Top 10 Public Works Leaders of the Year*
• Public Works Project of the Year
• Public Works Project of the Year for Small Cities/Rural
Communities (under 75,000 pop.)

PROFESSIONAL AWARDS
• Commendation for Exemplary Service to Public Works
• Excellence in Snow and Ice Control
• Exceptional Performance Awards (6 categories)
• Management Innovation Award
• Technical Innovation Award

MEMBERS AWARDS
• Community Involvement Award
• Distinguished Service to Public Works Award
• Donald C. Stone Award for Excellence in Education
• Harry S. Swearingen Award for Outstanding Chapter
Achievement and Excellence in Chapter Service
• International Service Award
• Professional Manager of the Year Award (9 categories)
• Myron Calkins Young Leader of the Year Award
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2017 Ohio PWX Photo Album

300 attendees, 64 vendors, live demonstrations
throughout the day, three food trucks, live music at
lunchtime and plenty of time to learn and network.
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PISCES Exceptional Project: Ohio
Program: Ohio EPA
Assistance Recipient: City of Akron
Project Title: Howard Storage Basin-North Hill Separation
Project

Akron received an innovative financing package from Ohio EPA’s Water Pollution Control Loan Fund
(WPCLF) program to construct a 2.4 million-gallon concrete storage basin to reduce combined sewer
overflows into the Little Cuyahoga River. Akron will borrow $22 million ($13 million at the special
0% rate for combined sewer overflow [CSO] projects) at an overall blended interest rate of 0.93%. In
addition to the rate, the other terms of the assistance package demonstrate the flexibility of the CWSRF
to enable communities like Akron to make these projects a reality. This is the first CWSRF customer
to receive 45-year term financing, which Ohio worked with U.S. EPA to approve earlier this year. In
total, this financing package will save Akron approximately $16.9 million compared to financing this
project at the market rate of 3.68%. To eliminate any fees or the additional costs of a bonding agent,
the WPCLF purchased a bond from Akron and financed a portion of the project costs for the extended
term.
The Howard Storage Basin will hold excess flows during periods of high rainfall and release the
combined sewage to the sewer system when flows have dropped. Designed to contain the “typical
year” event without allowing any overflows to the river, this project will dramatically enhance the
water quality in the Little Cuyahoga River. The Basin project is also sponsoring three Water Resources
Restoration and Protection (WRRSP) projects (a land purchase, a wetland restoration, and a dam
removal), which will discount the entire loan package an additional 0.1%.
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